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� Ley Lines:  Alignments and patterns of powerful 
earth energies 
¡   Large numbers of historical architectural sites build 

on straight lined ley line paths 
¢  Megalithic structures:  Dolmens, menhirs, stone circles, 

Avebury, Stonehedge, Pyramids –on strong Ley lines 

¡  Well known worldwide:  Irish- fairy paths, Greeks – 
Sacred roads of Hermes, Egyptians – Pathways of 
Min, Chinese – lung mei or dragon currents, 
Australian Aborigines – dream paths, Polynesians – te 
lapa or “lines of light”, Maya –build white roadways 
called Sacbes following lines, etc. 

� Hartmann (North-South; East-West) and Curry 
(Diagonal) Grid Lines 



� Ivan Sanderson – investigated vortex points 
on Earth  
¡  Bermuda Triangle (1945-1975): 

¢  Disappearance of 67 ships, 192 aircrafts, 1,700 persons 
vanished 

¡  10 Areas around world – similar anomalies 
¢  Mapped the 12 Devil’s Graveyard around the world 

(Bermuda Triangle, Devil’s Sea east of Japan, etc.) – 
all were geometrically placed 

¢  Locations:  Equidistant – 5 in northern hemisphere, 5 
in southern hemisphere, each one 72 degrees 
longitude apart; in southern hemisphere, shifted 20 
degrees east 



�  Vibrating aether energy that shapes atoms also shapes the 
planets, stars and the universe – evidence: The Earth Grid 

�  N. Goncharov, V. Morozov, V. Makarov – Observed Devil’s 
Graveyards formed dodecahedron  pattern 

�  Bruce Cathie – Discovered octahedron and cube in the subtle 
energy fields of Earth 

�  William Becker and Bethe Hagens (U ILL) – starting with 
icosadodecahedron grid, added special polyhedron developed 
by Buckminister Fuller:  Unified Vector Geometry 120 
Polyhedron or UVG 120 or “Earth Star” 



•  Grid attributed to 
torsion waves rushing 
into Earth 

•  Devil’s Graveyard all 
located at vertices of 
icosahedron of Earth 
grid (strong aether 
vortex anomalies 
during rare 
interplanetary 
alignments) 

•  Different densities of 
the aether create 
different physical 
dimensions – 
accounting for boats & 
planes disappearance 



� Oregon Vortex and Santa Cruz Mystery Spot:  Sites 
of space/time warps –basis of expanding and 
shrinking  of humans (picture of Claude and 
Mary): 





� 12 Vortex points form icosahedron – if turn 
inside out, forms dodecahedron (12 faces are 
pentagons) 



�  Greatest earthquake fracture lines on grid 
�  3,300 sacred complexes & ancient monuments: Great 

Pyramids, Stonehedge, Avebury, ruins of Great Zimbabwe, 
Machu Picchu, etc 



� Traditional model: 
Continental drift due to 
plate tectonics 

� Karl Luckert/James 
Maxwell model:  Earth 
expansion- all continents 
fit together perfectly if 
shrink earth by 55 – 60% 
(originally only mega 
continent – Pangaea – 220 
million years ago) 



�  Earth Expansion Theory:  suggests massive amount of new 
matter generated within the Earth itself.   

�  Big Bang theory:  All matter in universe created in a single 
gigantic explosion – out of nothing 

�  Plate tectonic model – loaded with problems, data fits with 
earth expansion model 



�  Glatzmaier-Roberts supercomputer model of earth’s core:  giant 
crystal 3,000 miles down.   

�  Has hexagonal pattern.  Dodecahedron fits pattern well.  See 
spiraling, fluid-like vortex moving through center of the 
geometry 

�  Core appears to rotate faster than rest of earth 



�  A snapshot of the 3D magnetic field 
structure simulated with the 
Glatzmaier-Roberts geodynamo 
model. Magnetic field lines are 
blue where the field is directed 
inward and yellow where directed 
outward. The rotation axis of the 
model Earth is vertical and through 
the center. A transition occurs at 
the core-mantle boundary from the 
intense, complicated field 
structure in the fluid core, where 
the field is generated, to the 
smooth, potential field structure 
outside the core. The field lines are 
drawn out to two Earth radii. 
Magnetic field is rapped around the 
"tangent cylinder" due to the shear 
of the zonal fluid flow (Fig. 1). 
(click on image to download, 0.15 
Mb) 



� The flow of heat from the core ultimately drives 
the geodynamo. "Basically, the whole thing works 
because the Earth is cooling off," Glatzmaier 
said. The cooling process results in fluid motions 
in the outer core that produce an electric 
current, which, like any electric current, 
generates a magnetic field. 

� The model also predicted that the solid inner 
core should rotate slightly faster than the 
surface of the Earth. This prediction was later 
supported by other researchers using evidence 
from seismic waves that pass through the core. 

� Model explains magnetic pole reversals 





�  Work of Dr. Hans Jenny – Cymatics 
¡  Fluids or particles floating in a fluid, when vibrated 

(e.g., sound) naturaly form geometric patterns 
¡  5 Basic platonic shapes- all fit perfectly in a sphere:  

tetrahedron, cube, octahedron, icosahedron, 
dodecahedron 



�  Many mysteries of quantum mechanics can be explained based 
on geometries:  Planck’s constant, Fine Structure Constant, 
ratio between weak force and strong force, structure of 
photon, etc. 

�  Atoms:  Geometric patterns of flow within fluid-like energy of 
the Source Field 

 
�  Rod Johnson model of atom:  every atom has one geometry in 

our reality and an inverse geometry in the parallel reality.  2 
Geometries counter-rotate inside each other. 



� Atoms gathering in geometric patterns, when set 
loose one at a time in a given area (freed of 
influence of surrounding matter) 
¡  Look like platonic solids 
¡  Do not have characteristics of liquids or gases 
¡  Electrons seem to orbit around center of cluster 

(rather than around individual atom) – appears to be 
geometrically arranged electron cloud 

¡  Stored energy released from atom turns into photon, - 
which looks like a particle 

¡  Also called “monoatomic elements” or ORMUS 
elements 

¡  Odd gravitational anomalies – levitation under certain 
conditions 

¡  Superconductivity 



� Made by super cooling molten metals at very fast 
speeds (capturing metals between time/space 
and space/time?) 
¡  Metals look like Platonic solids 
¡  Crystals should not be able to exist – cannot build 

perfect geometic crystals out of particles 
¡  Per Edgar Fouche- claimed worker at Groom Lake/

Area 51:  Quasi-crystals found at Rosewell site 
¢  Very strong, heat resistant, does not conduct electricity 

(some say Kevlar and Teflon “reversed engineered” from 
crashed extraterrestrial craft) 

¢  Use – as heat shields for space craft 



�  Dr. Charles Brush – investigated rock: Lintz Basalts- fell 
slower (anti-gravity) and carried excess heat (gravity 
shielding from geometry & energy from time/space?)   
¡  Dr. Thomas Brown:  Rocks gave off several milllivolts and when 

sliced into pieces, gave off full volt of free energy.  Rock batteries 
stronger at 6 pm, weaker at 7 am.   

¡  Rock batteries gave off 1.8 volts in the Andes 
¡  Two different electrical signals from rocks:  one was steady, other 

varied with solar activity and positions of Sun and Moon. 

�  Dr. Thomas Moray – found “Swedish Stone” –small piece 
could light 100 watt light bulb and power a 655 watt 
electric heater; placed in a radio receiver, could pick up 
conversations of people from a long distance; could be 
used to grow micro-crystals of gold, silver, platinum from 
worthless soil (transmutation) 



� Understanding rules of why some amino acids 
fit together to form proteins and others do 
not:   
¡  Dr. White found relationships make sense when 

amino acids mapped out over surface of a 
dodecahedron 



�  The best way to view the genetic code and all of the relationships 
between its component parts is on the surface of a sphere. 

�  For protein translation, the axiom "primary sequence determines 
tertiary structure" is false. A single primary sequence can and does 
fold into more than one tertiary structure under physiologic 
conditions. 

�  The genetic code can and does translate more molecular information 
from mRNA to protein than just primary sequence. 

�  A complete understanding of the genetic code must include the role 
played by tRNA during protein translation. Different sets of tRNA will 
yield different translations of molecular information. 

�  The genetic code must deliver stereochemical information to peptide 
bond formation via tRNA-tRNA interaction. 

�  The genetic code has an overall symmetry that represents the primary 
organizing force behind the code itself. The genetic code is not only 
an operating system that builds proteins but also a search engine that 
efficiently finds proteins and protein populations. The symmetry of 
genomes and the symmetry of their codes of translation are tightly 
integrated. 



� Ideal form of DNA:  Double helix 
� Ideal form of Double Helix:  Dodecahedron 
� Ideal form of the genetic code: Dodecahedron 



� Gravity – Has structure 
¡  More than downward pushing gravity 
¡  More than upward pushing levitation 
¡  Has spiraling motion 

� Understanding vortex motion key to: 
¡   Entering into time/space 
¡  Cancel gravity (levitation) 
¡  Teleport 
¡  Time travel 


